The University of Georgia Studies Abroad Program at Cortona
2015 Fall Session
TENTATIVE ITINERARY

August
28 Fri All participants are responsible for making their own travel
arrangements to and from Italy. In order to arrive in Rome for the
beginning of the program, this is the last possible day to depart US for
Rome, Italy.
29 Sat Arrive in Rome – Torre Rossa Park Hotel from US
The program begins with an Orientation session and roll call at 5:00
p.m. on the terrace of Torre Rossa in Rome.

29 Aug- Sept 02 Rome

September
02 Wed Depart Rome for Cortona
02 Arrival Cortona
05 Sat Planned Events – Cortona History/Culture
12 Sat Field trip to Assisi/Perugia
19 Sat Field trip to Siena
26 Sat Cortona Day

October
03 Sat Field trip to Arezzo
08 Thu Overnight Field trip to Florence; Oct. 8 – 11
11 Sun Depart Florence, return to Cortona
17 Sat Field trip to Urbino/Gubbio
24 Sat Cortona Day
31 Sat Field trip to Orvieto

November
07 Sat Studio Day in Cortona, preparation for La Mostra
13 Fri Exhibition Opening - Tentative
14 Sat Exhibition Open
15 Sun Exhibition take down/crate packing
19 Thu Depart Cortona for Naples
19-22 Naples area
22 Sun Official end of the program after hotel check-out
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